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The equivalence problem is decidable for deterministic real-time pushdown 
store automata ccepting by empty stack. Further, the equivalence problem is 
decidable for two deterministic pushdown store automata, one of which is 
real-time accepting by empty stack. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
The equivalence problem for deterministic pushdown store automata (dpda) 
has received much attention in recent years. However, it has not been solved 
for general dpda's. For some subfamilies of dpda's or deterministic context-free 
languages the equivalence problems were shown to be decidable: simple dpda's, 
Korenjak and Hopcroft (t966); LL languages, Rosenkrantz and Stearns (1970); 
nonsingular dpda's, Valiant (1973); two dpda's, one of which is nonsingular, 
Taniguchi and Kasami (1976); finite-turn dpda's, Valiant (1974); one-counter 
automata, Valiant and Paterson (1975); stateless dpda's, Oyamaguchi and 
Honda (1978); stack uniform dpda's, Linna (1979). The other esults concerning 
the equivalence problems can be found in Beeri (1976), Courcelle (1974, 1977), 
Friedman (1977), Harrison, Hovel, and Yehudai (1978), Katayama, Tsuchiya, 
and Enomoto (1975), Wood (1973). 
Korenjak and Hopcroft (1966) is the first paper that proved the equivalence 
problem for simple deterministic languages (So languages) to be decidable. An 
S O language is a language accepted by a simple dpda, i.e., a language accepted by 
single-state dpda accepting by empty stack. Rosenkrantz and Stearns (1970) 
showed that the equivalence problem for LL languages i  decidable. An LL 
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language can be accepted by a simple dpda that can look-ahead a bounded 
amount of its input tape. Valiant (1973) showed that the equivalence problem 
for nonsingular languages is decidable. The class of nonsingular languages 
contains properly the class of LL  languages, which contains properly the class of 
S o languages. 
In this paper, we consider the class of real-time strict deterministic languages 
(R 0 languages), each of which is accepted by a real-time dpda with empty stack. 
Valint (1973, 1974) suggested that the problem of finding an equivalence test 
for R 0 languages is the next step following his work. The main purpose of this 
paper is to give an affirmative solution to this problem. 
For this purpose we use Valiant's alternate or parallel stacking technique. 
That is, given two real-time dpda's, M 1 and M 2 , and a constant l depending on 
M 1 and M2, we construct a pda M z with the following property. Machine M~ 
simulates M 1 and M2, using one track of its store for M 1 and one for M 2 , and 
keeps the stack divided into bounded segments. It accepts an input string if 
either of the following two conditions holds: (i) the simulation breaks down 
because one of the corresponding track segments for M 1 and M 2 exceeds l, (in 
Valiant's terminology, alternate stacking fails), (ii) Mz discovers a string accepted 
by only one of (but not both of) M~ and M~. Clearly, for L(M~) the language 
accepted by M~, L(M~) ~ 4' ifL(M1) .:# L(M2) since simulation of the computa- 
tions on a string ~ in (L(M1) -- L(M2) ) u (L(M~) -- L(M1) ) will lead to accep- 
tance either because alternate stacking fails or because one of M 1 and M 2 
accepts c~ and the other does not. 
So the crucial point in Valiant's argument is to show that, ifL(M1) ~ L(M2) ,
then there exists an 1 such that alternate stacking succeeds for all live inputs; 
i.e., the segment bound can be maintained. For such an l, L(M~) z 4' if and 
only ifL(M1) ---- L(M2). Since emptiness i  decidable for pda's and inequivalence 
(L(M1) ~L(M2) is partially decidable, it then follows that equivalence is 
decidable. 
To show that such an I exists, we follow Valiant by establishing the following 
crucial lemma (Theorem 1): "For real-time dpda's, M 1 and M2, there exists a 
constant k with the following properties. Suppose under input c~ that M 1 goes 
from configuration cx to configuration cl increasing the stack by more than k 
without ever dropping belowthe height of Q (i.e., Q 1" (a)81 and ] cl I ~ I Q I ~- k), 
while for the same input M 2 goes from c~ to 8~ and c2 has the lowest stack height 
for that subcomputation (i.e., c 2 ~, (c~) ~). Then either Q and Q are not equivalent 
or else the languages accepted from ~1 and 8~ are empty." 
To prove this lemma, we need to establish that there exists a constant m 
with the following property (Lemma 3.7). Suppose that Q and c 2 are equivalent 
live configurations of M 1 , M 2 real-time dpda's (i.e., L(cl) ~ L(c2) v~ ;g) and 
for input ~, M~ goes from c t to a live configuration ~ by a stacking computation 
(i.e., c 1 T (~) cl and L(gl) =A ;~). Then, for the same input the subcomputation 
from c 2 never drops the stack height by more than m. 
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Since such two subcomputations depend only on the states of q and c 2 , the 
top stack symbol of q ,  and the top stack segment of c 2 of length m, we show 
that they must similarly occur from configurations, each of which has a bounded 
height. It  then follows that, if q T (~)Cl and c 2 ~ (~)c2 for equivalent live 
configurations q ,  Q ,  then the difference between heights of Q ,  gl is bounded 
by a constant k (i.e., ] cl [ - -  I cI t ~< k). 
To show that such an m exists, we start with much weaker lemmas, for 
example, Lemma 3.3 establishes the existence of such an m for all inputs a 
which are as short as possible for q T (a) gl. We then establish existence of such 
an m under for all inputs, by using the weaker lemmas. 
We introduce the concept of the F~ bottom rep function which is our key idea 
and is used in establishing the existence of such m and I. Suppose that c 1 and c s 
are equivalent live configurations of M 1 , M 2 real-time dpda's and for input c~, 
the computation from q is stacking, while for the same input the computation 
from c s never drops the stack height by more than t. Then the F, function ensures 
that we can substitute the smallest possible bottoms for the stack strings below 
the top stack symbol of q and below the string (of the height t) of c~. Hence, if 
the computation from c 2 is popping (i,e., c 2 .~ (a) g2) then, since M 1 and Ms 
accept by empty stack, it is impossible that the computation from q increases 
the stack height by more than a constant amount depending on t. Thus, the F~ 
function enables us to find a desirable property which some specific computation 
must obey. 
Further, we extend the equivalence test for real-time dpda's, 3//1, Ms ,  to 
that for M 1 real-time and M~ an arbitrary dpda. We first show how Korenjak 
and Hopcroft's Type B replacements can be modified to apply to a real-time 
dpda with states. We modify Valiant's alternate stacking machine so that these 
replacements may be applicable, in  turn, We show how to use the modified 
machine to test equivalence. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
We use a notation for dpda's similar to that in Valiant (1973). 
A dpda is a sextuple M -= (Q, Y, ~, A, Cs, F), where the following statements 
hold. (1) Q,/~, and 27 are the finite sets of  states, stack symbols and input symbols, 
respectively. (2) cs, the initial mode, is in Q × F. (3) A, the set of transition rules, 
is a finite subset of Q × 2P × (27 w {E}) × Q ×/ ' * .  Here E is the empty string. 
A transition (q, A, 7r, q', v) has mode (q, A) and input 7r, and is written (q, A) ---~" 
(q', v). The set A satisfies the following conditions. For each mode (q, A) in 
Q x F, either 
(i) there is no transition with mode (q, A) and input e and, for each a in 27, 
there is at most one transition with mode (q, A) and input a, in which case 
(q, A) is called a reading mode, or 
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(ii) there is a unique transition with mode (q, A) and it is (q, A) - -~ 
(q', e) for some state q', in which case (q, A) is called an E mode. Condition (ii) 
means that E computations always decrease the stack. This is not part of the 
original definition of a dpda but does not decrease the power of a dpda (Ginsburg 
and Greibach, 1966; Valiant, 1973). 
(4) F, the set of accepting modes, is a subset of Q × (-P u {e}). 
A configuration of M is a member c ~ (q, u) of Q × -P*; the state of c is q, 
the stack is u and the height is l c l = I u I (where I u I is the length of u). I f  
u = e, the mode of c is (q, u) and otherwise the mode of c is (q, A), where A is 
the rightmost (i.e., top) s?mabol of u. I f  (q, A) - -~ (q', v) is a transition of M 
and (q, uA) is a configuration, we write the computation from (q, uA) as (q, uA) --+~ 
(q', uv). A computation c o __+~1 Q ... __~ cn is a sequence of such computations 
Q --+~+1 ci+ 1 , and is written as c o ---~ cn, where ~ = 7r 1 "" ~r~. 
An input string ~ is accepted from the configuration c if and only if for some c' 
with mode belonging to F, there exists a computation c --+~ c'. We denote the 
set of words accepted from c byL(c). Two configurations, q and ca, are equivalent, 
c 1 ~ c a , if L(q) ~ L(c2). The language accepted by M is the set of strings 
accepted from c~, and is denoted by L(M). Two dpda's, M 1 and M~, are 
equivalent, 341 ~ M~, ifL(M~) = L(M2). 
Let D be the family of dpda's. A real-time dpda is a dpda with no e modes, 
and a stateless dpda is a dpda with just one state. Let R and S be the classes 
of real-time dpda's and stateless dpda's, respectively. For the class D, R, and S, 
we define the classes D O , R 0 , and So, respectively, by imposing the restrictions 
that acceptance occurs only in empty stack configurations. Let c~ be a class of 
machines. A language is called a c~ language, if it is accepted by some machine 
belonging to c~. We note that D O languages and R 0 languages were said to be 
strict and real-time strict, respectively, by Harrison and Havel (1972), and S O 
languages were said to be simple deterministic by Korenjak and Hopcroft (1966). 
We denote the cardinality of a set X by [ X E. 
We define the notion of an accessible configuration: c' is accessible from c if 
c---~ c' for some input ~. Especially a configuration c' is said to be reachable 
if c' is accessible from the initial configuration c~. A configuration c is said to be 
live ifL(c) =/= ¢. 
For any live configuration c, let Min(c) = Min{[ a ] [ ~ inL(c)}, the minimum 
length of strings accepted from c, and call a string/3 in L(c) of length equal to 
Min(c) a shortest string of c. 
Henceforth we assume, for any dpda M, that (1)L(M) =/= ¢ and (2) all reach- 
able configurations are live. It is well known that this assumption does not lose 
generality. That is, (1) is justified, since emptiness is decidable for dpda's so 
there is no need to be concerned about this case, and for (2) see Ginsburg and 
Greibach (1966). 
A computation c ---~ c' is written as c ~-o (°0 c~ for p /> 0 if throughout the 
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computation the stack height is at least I c I - -  P. I f  p = 0, then the computation 
is written as c ~ (~)c', and is said to be stacking. A computation c ---~ c" is written 
as c ~ (a)c' if throughout the computation the stack height is at least ] c' ] (that is, 
c' has the lowest stack height). Such a computation is said to be popping. I f  
c ~ (a)c', c = (q, wu) and c' : (q', w), then we say that an input ~ pops the 
segment u in the computation. 
For two configurations c = (q, w) and c' = (q', w'), c' is said to agree with c 
if w = w'u for some string u. 
Now, we introduce the concept of the F~ function, which is the key definition 
and the new idea underlying our construction. The F~ function enables us to 
find a desirable property which some specific computations must obey. Suppose, 
for a dpda M, that q and c 2 are reachable quivalent configurations such that 
under an input ~ the computation from c 1 is stacking, while for the same input 
the computation from c 2 is popping without decreasing the stack height by 
more than a constant . Then the Ft function ensures that we can substitute the 
smallest possible bottoms for the stack strings below the top stack symbol of 
c 1 and below the string (of the height t) of q .  Hence, if M is real-time accepting 
by empty stack, then it is impossible that the computation from c 1 increases 
the stack height by more than a constant amount depending on t. 
Formally, the Ft function over Q × F × Q × F ~°, F ~° = {~} t3 Y w .-" w F ~, 
which we shall call a bottom repfunction, is as defined below. 
Let ql, q2 be states, let A be a stack symbol, and let u be a stack string with 
] u I ~ t. I f  there are no reachable equivalent configurations uch that q = 
(ql , WlA) ~ (q2 , w2u), let F~(qa , A,  q2 , u) be undefined. Otherwise, let 
F~(ql, A,  q~, u) = Min{Max(1 w 1 [, ] w 2 [) ](ql,  wlA) ~ (q2, w2u) are reachable 
configurations). 
3. PROPERTIES OF MACHINES IN R o 
In this section, we describe the properties of machines in R o which give us 
the key idea playing an important role in constructing a single pushdown 
automaton that simulates two given real-time dpda's. Throughout his section, we 
deal with a fixed real-time dpda M = (Q, F, l ,  A, cs, F) with F C Q × {e}, 
which implies acceptance by final state and empty stack. Without loss of generali- 
ty, we can assume that all reachable configurations are live and that stack height 
increases by at most one per step (i.e., (q, A, ~r, q', v) in A implies I v I ~ 2). 
We are now defining a quantity analogous to Valiant's z. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let k 0 be the smallest number with the following property: 
For states q, q', pushdown store symbol A and string v in F* with ] v ] ~ 2, if 
configuration (q', v) is accessible from configuration (q, A), then (q, A ) - -~  
(q', v) for some input string ~ with ] ~ ] -}- 1 ~ k 0 . 
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This  means that, if in state q it is possible to replace d on top of the stack by 
v and enter state q', then it is possible to do so under an input of length at most 
k 0 - -  1. We use heavily the fact that, if (q', E) is accessible from (q, v), then 
(q, v) --*~ (qr, E) for some input string a of length at most (k o - -  1) I v l- 
We eventually want to show that it is impossible to have equivalent configura- 
t ions, one of which has a long pushing sequence while the other has a popping 
sequence for the same inputs. For  this purpose, we start with the following 
Lemma 3.1. This  lemma says that, if we have a sequence of ]Q I q- 1 live 
configurations co , q ,..., c I o l ,  all with the same bottom of the stack as c o , 
such that ] q [ > [ c a [ and the stack of each ci+ 1 is at least h 0 t imes as far above 
the stack of c o as the stack of ci, then there are i and j ,  i < j ,  such that Min(ei) 
is less than Min(G. ). Note that these configurations do not have to occur in the 
same computation. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Co, c 1 ,..., clor be a sequence of live configurations atisfying 
the following conditions: 
(i) for any i (1 <. i <~ ]Q I) Co agrees with ci, and 
(ii) I co ] < I cl l and for any i (1 ~<i~<]Qj -  1) 
k0(l c~ I - -  [Co I) ~< (] ci+l I - -  ]Co I). 
Then there exist i and j, i < j, such that Min(c~) < Min(cj). 
Proof. Let  c o have stack v. For  each i, let ~i be a shortest str ing of ci • Since 
M accepts by empty stack, the computat ion from c i on input ~ must reach stack 
v. Thus,  we can write c~ i = fii~i and ei ---~ ( P i ,  v) for some state Pi .  Since M is 
real-t ime and ~i is a shortest string, ] ci [ -- [ c o [ <~ [ fii [ < k0([ ci ] - -  I Co ]). 
There  are only ]Q ] states, so there are i and j , 0 <~ i < j  <~ [Q ] such that 
P i=P j .  We can assume that i7 i ]  =]y j ] .  Then  [ f i~ . [~>lc~] - -  ]c o[ ~> 
ko(I ci ] - -  [Ca l) > I~  [, so Min(cj) : [~[  > [~i ] : Min(ci). | 
The following two lemmas are implicit  in Valiant's work (1973). 
Lemma 3.2, the result corresponding to Lemma 3.1 for stack-increasing 
computat ions i much stronger. I f  c' is accessible from c by a stacking computa-  
t ion and the height of c' exceeds the stack height of c by at least k 0 , then there are 
shorter strings accepted from c than from c' We state a little extended result as 
Lemma 3.2: 
LEMMA 3.2 (Valiant). I f  c T (8)c' and c' ! > / I c  ] ~- lh o for some natural 
number l, then Min(c) -{- (l - -  l) k o ~ Min(c'). 
Proof. Let  c~ be a shortest str ing of c', then a prefix (i.e., an initial part) of 
takes e' to a configuration d with the height I c ] - -  1 via a popping computation. 
So we can write c¢ ----- tiff' and c" ]. (fi)d. Since M is real-t ime and ] c' ] - -  I d l >~ 
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lko, we have ]/3 ] /> lk o . But, since d is also accessible from c and l c I - I d l = 
1, there exists an input string V such that c + (7')d and I 7' [ < ko. Thus I/3 I > 
( l - -1 )k  0 + 17' I, so Min(c') = I/3/3'1 > /7'/3'1 + ( l - -1 )k  0 ~ Min(c) + 
( l - -1 )ko .  | 
The next lemma says that, if cl and q are equivalent live configurations and 
is a shortest string taking c 1 to a live configuration c'1 via a stacking computation, 
then the corresponding computation from c 2 does not drop the stack height by 
more than p = klo °1+~. 
LEMMA 3.3 (Valiant). Let p = klo °1+3 and let q and c3 be equivalent live 
configurations and let c' 1 be live and accessible f rom c a via a stacking computation. 
! t t I f  c~ is a shortest string such that c 1 ~ (a) q ,  then c 3 T-~ (~) c3 for some c 3 . 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that some subcomputation from c 3 drops the 
stack height by p or more. Let c 3 ---- (q, wv) and ] v L ---- P, then c 2 $ (fi) (q', w) 
for some prefix/3 of ~. Let D 1 and D 3 denote the two computations c 1 ~" (fi) c~ 
and c 2 ,~ (fi)(qr, w), respectively. 
We first show, for any subcomputation d -+~ d' of Da, that some prefix 71 of 7 
with 1 71 [ < k0 takes d to a configuration e with the lowest height in that sub- 
computation, i.e., d,~ (71)e T (7"~) d' for 7 : 7173 and [ ~(1 [ < k0. Let e be the 
configuration of lowest height and 71 the shortest prefix of 7 taking d to e. 
Suppose ] 71 ] ) k0. I f  I el ~ I d [, this contradicts the fact that a is a shortest 
string (since we can replace 71 by a string shorter than ko). I f  [ e ] < [ d I, then 
since D 1 is stacking, D 1 contains (before d) a configuration e' of height I e 1, So 
some substring of o~ of length k 0 or more takes e' to e, again a contradiction. 
Hence d ~ (71)e ~ (73) d' and ] 71 ] < ko for some configuration e and input 
71,7'2, so that 
Min(d) < Min(e) + h o "" (3.1). 
Further, since 73 is a shortest string such that e ]" (72)d', we have 173L ~< 
(1 d']  - -  l e [)(k 0 ~- 1). So, 172 [ >/koa --  ko implies Id ' / - -  l e I ~> ko ~. By 
Lemma 3.2, /d ' l - -  [e] ~>ko 3 implies M in(d ' )>Min(e)+(k  o -  1)k o, so 
that Min(d') > Min(d) by (3.1). Thus, for any subcomputation d--~" d' of D1, 
[7 [ >/ko a implies Min(d') > Min(d) -" (3.2) 
We then select configurations qo,  c2a ,..., c2/ol for computation D 2 satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(i) qlol = c2 and qo = (q', w) (i.e., L c2o I = !c2 I - -  P), 
z,i+3 and (ii) for eachi (1 ~ i~]Q l ) [%l  : ]qo[ -+- -o  ,
(iii) for each i (1 ~ i ~ I Q ]) a subcomputation of D3 is able to take c3~ to 
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c2(i-~) • Then sequence Q0, c~ ,..., c21 ol satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, so 
Min(Q 0 < Min(c2j ) for some i < j. 
I f  i = 0, then [c2j I - ] c~i] ~> k03, otherwise I c2~1-]ceil = k~ +2-k~ +2 ~> k0 ~. 
Thus the length of input y taking % to c2~ must be at least ko ~. Let the corre- 
sponding subcomputation of D 1 for the same input be d---~ ~ d', i.e., d~ c23. 
and d' ~ %.  So by (3.2), Min(c2i ) = Min(d') > Min(d) = Min(c2; ). This is a 
contradiction. | 
The next lemma is a technical one used in Lemma 3.5. It says that, if q and 
c2 are equivalent live configurations and the computation from cl under input c~ 
reaches at most t distinct configurations (all live), then the computation from 
c~ cannot pop the stack by k~o °lt or more. 
L~MZvIA 3.4. Let q and c 2 be equivalent live configurations, let q -+~ c~ with 
t ~x t q live and let t be the number of distinct configurations reached during q --~ q .  
~f c2 = (q, uv) ~ (q', u), then I v I < k~o °~. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that ] v [ >/k~o °It. Then, for the computation 
c 2 -~= (q', u), we can select a set Y of configurations Qo, czl .... , can , n = t Q It, 
satisfying 1%] = ]c21 -- k0 ~ + k0q Letq0, cll .... , c1~ be the corresponding configu- 
rations of the computation from q ,  so that c2i ~ %.  If  cli = clj, then czi ~ c2~. 
Since there are only t distinct configurations %,  and ]Q ]t + 1 configurations 
%,  there must be a sequence c2~ ° , czi ,.., c2~ o of equivalent configurations. t ~ I 
This sequence necessarily satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, ~so Mm(c~i) 
Min(c2i ) for some j < k, a contradiction. | 
DEFINITION 3.2. Input string ~ is said to he minimal for a configuration c if 
satisfies the condition that, for any stack symbol A and any states ql and q2, 
if a = alaz% and c --,-~ (ql, wn)  + (%)(q2, w), then I a2 ] < k0. 
Note that, if c~ is a shortest word of a configuration c, then c~ is minimal for 
c, but the converse is not necessarily true. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Le t f (n )  = ]Q[ [  T'] n and O(n) = klo Oln. Here we assume 
] r l > 1. Define g(n) recursively by g(0) --~ 1, g(1) = O(f(ho2)) and g(i + 1) ---- 
O(f(ko2g(i))). Let ¢ = k02g([ Q ] - 1) + k 0 and T = koO(f(¢)). 
The next lemma says that, if q and c 2 are equivalent live configurations, and 
some minimal input a takes c2 to a configuration g2 by a popping computation, 
then any stacking subcomputation of the corresponding computation from q 
can not increase the stack height by ~ or more, nor can any popping subcomputa- 
tion use up any input of length W or more to drop the stack by one. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let c 1 and c 2 be equivalent live configurations, such that c~ = 
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(q, uv) and (q', u) is live and accessible f rom c~ by a popping computation. Let ~ be 
minimal for c~ with c 2 ~, (o~)(q', u). Then ~ has the following properties. 
(i) I f  d~ T (fi) d~ is a subcomputation of q ---~ c~ , then I d~ ] - -  ] d~ ] < ~b. 
(ii) I f  d = ( p, wA)  $ (/3)(p', w) is a subcomputation of c 1 ---~ c' 1 , A ~ F, 
then l fi] < W. 
_Proof. Suppose (i) is false. Let /3 be a minimal-length counterexample. 
c~ t t Thus, d~ ~ (t3) d~ is a subcomputation of q --~ c t and ] d~ I - -  I dt [ ~ ~b. Let 
d~ _+s d~ be the corresponding part of the computation from c 2 . Now d~ 
might not agree with q .  However, since ~ is a minimal-length input for c~, 
within k 0 steps the computation must have reached a configuration that does 
agree with c~. Hence, we can assume that we have 
~1 ~ (~) C~.o, d~ -~ c~.0, 
where  c~, o agrees  w i th  c 2 and  I cl,ol - I d~ I ~ ~ -- h0. 
We wish to select from the d 1 computation a sequence with constantly increas- 
ing values of Min(c) such that the corresponding configurations in the d 2 
computation satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, and so Min(c) decreases 
at some point. This gives us our contradiction. 
Since g is an increasing function, we can select configurations in the computa- 
tion from d 1 whose height differs from q,o by ko~g( i ) -  k o for each i. There 
are configurations q.~, 1 ~ i ~ [Q [ such that d 1 T (rio) q, lol , cl, lol+l=i T 
(fli) c~,[ol-i and I q,o I - -  I q, i  I = ko2g( i - -  1) --  k o . Let c.2,i be the corre- 
sponding configurations in the computation from d~ . (See Fig. 1.) 
By Lemma 3.2, Min(ca,i ) < Min(qd) for i > j. 
Since fi is a minimal counterexample, the computation d1 1" (fi)q,o never 
exceeds stack height ]q ,o l+ ko. Hence, the subcomputation from q.i to 
q,0 passes through at most ]Q ] [ F I k0~g(~-l) distinct configurations. By Lemma 
3.4, the stack drop in the d 2 computation must be bounded accordingly, so 
]q, i ]  - -  ] c~,0 I ~ klo °l~lrl~°~(~-~) =g( i ) .  On the other hand, since M is real- 
time, the computation from q,~+~ to cl, o takes at least ko~g(i) - -  k o input symbols. 
Since a is minimal, we must have 
I c~,~+1 [ - -  /Ce,o I ) kog(i) >/ko(I c2,~ 1 - -  ]q,o f). 
Now it is easy to see that the sequence q,0 ,..., c2,1ol satisfies the hypotheses 
of Lemma 3.1, so Min(c2d ) > Min(c2d ) for some i > j ,  a contradiction. Hence, 
(i) holds. 
Let d l=(p ,wA)~( /~) (p ' ,w)  be a subcomputation of q - -~c~,A~U.  
Then, by (i), the subcomputation passes through at most l Q l i  N 5 * distinct 
configurations. Let d 2 --~ d~ be the corresponding part of the computation 
from c 2 . Then, by Lemma 3.4, the stack drop in the ~2 computation must be 
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FIG. 1. Derivations in proof of Lemrna 3.5(i). 
bounded accordingly, so t d2 [ - -  / d~ / ~< klo °!21tIc ~-- O(f(~b)). Since ~ is minimal, 
Eft] < koO(f (~)) = ~. Hence (ii) holds. | 
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 establish properties of special computations, those 
carried out under inputs which are as short as possible for the particular task. 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4 apply to arbitrary input but are not strong enough. Our 
goal, Lemma 3.7, is a version of Lemma 3.3 which applies to all input strings 
and uses, of course, a vastly larger bound. As a final step on the way, we establish 
another lemma which applies to all inputs. It says that, if the stack is popped 
by more than ~bW symbols, either the second configuration is dead or else the 
two configurations cannot be equivalent. Thus, we finally have a/emma bounding 
stack drop between configurations, under certain circumstances. 
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L~MMA 3.6. Suppose configuration c is live and accessible from configuration 
c' by a popping computation. I f  ] c' I - -  I c I ~ ~ 7t, then c is not equivalent o e'. 
Proof. Suppose that c -~ c', I c' t -- I c ] > CT and c is live and accessible 
from c' by a popping computation. Let ~ be minimal for c' and let c' + (a)c. 
Define configurations ci inductively. Let c 1 = c. For each i, ci ~ c', so we must 
have ci--~ci+l with c i+ l~q~c ' .  We now show that ]cil > lc i+ l l .  I f  
there exists an intermediate configuration d  f c i --*~ c~+ 1 such that [ Q I - [ di i /> 
¢, then ] Q ] > ] ci+ 1 t by (i) of Lemma 3.5. So it is sufficient to show the existence 
of such a di. Note that, since ] c" I > ¢ 71 and W > k0, certainly Min(c') = 
Min(q) ~ Min(ci) > ¢7 r and ] cl } > ¢. Hence, if /3 is a shortest string of 
Cl ~ Q+I then, for some prefix/J of/3, ci+ 1 ~ (fl) ei for a configuration e i with 
le~l~- Ic~ l - -¢ .  Since c~$(aft) ei, l a~ l>¢W and le, l= lce I -¢ ,  some 
popping subcomputation must drop the stack by one and use up an input 
segment 7 of a]~ with 1 Y I >/W. Also c' ~- ci, a/~ is minimal for c', and c' J, 
(a~)(q, ~) for some state q. This contradicts to (ii) of Lemma 3.5. Thus, I ci ] 
I ci+l ]. Hence, for some j, q. -~ c' and k 0 I q I ~ c'. Since the length of shortest 
input accepted from c~ is at most (k 0 --  1) l c~l and M is real-time, the same 
input is not accepted from c', a contradiction. | 
Relative to bottom rep function F t in the previous ection, we define functions 
MaxF~ and G(t) as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.4. If Fd~ ) is undefined for all ~Q × F× Q × F (t), 
then Max G and G(t) are undefined. Otherwise 
MaxFt  = Max{Ft(~)IFt(~) is defined} and G(t) ~- k o MaxF t . 
DEFINITION 3.5. For any n ~ 1, the function i~(i) is defined recursively 
as follows. Let Pl = P + k0 2 a nd nl = n + koT. Then /~(1) = n 1 + Pl and 
ldi  + 1) = ~eCGfi)) + i~(i) + n~. 
The final lemma tells us that there is an m such that we cannot have a stacking 
computation corresponding toa computation which drops the stack more than m. 
LEMMA 3.7. There exists an integer m > 1 with the following property. I f  c 1 
and c 2 are equivalent, reachable configurations with c 1 ~ (~) c~ and c' 1 live, then 
C2 4" 
Proof. Let n ~ CW + 1 and m = i~( I Q ] + 1). We shall assume that the 
lemma is false and then obtain a contradiction of Lemma 3.6. Assume that 
c 1 ~ c 2 are live, reachable configurations, with c 1 ~ (ql, wlA),  c2 ~- (q2, w2u), 
with ] u t ~ m and that, for some a, ]9, c 11' (~) e~, c 2 $ (~)(q~, w2) = c~ and fi is in 
L(C'l). Let D 1 and D~ denote the computations c 1 1" (c~) c; and c 2 $ (c~) c~, respec- 
tively. From the D 2 computation, we select, for each i, the configuration d(i), 
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where I d(i)l = Ic2 I --  i, and that is the first time the stack height drops to 
i c~ I - i. Then, we can find ~1 minimal for c 2 such that D~: Q ~ (~1) c~ and the 
d(i) appear in the D'  2 computation. So, if we choose configurations c2,j among the 
d(i), then they are guaranteed to agree with c2 and be part of D~ and D' 2 . 
We select successive configurations %0,..., c2.1o1+1 and ge.o,..., g2.[OI from 
the D~ computation, with the ced also in the De computation and auxiliary 
configurations q,i from D a , and %i and g3,~ which have the following properties: 
(i) %0 = ge,o = %0 = g3,o agrees with c e and I Ce,o ] = [ce t - pa .  
(ii) for each i, ]ge , i -a l - l ce , i ]  =na,  F cz l - l cz ,~ l< is ( i ) ,  ce.i 
£1,i ~ C3,i' and [ c2,i I >/ [ge,i 1, and 
(iii) for each i, ge,i=-g3,i, ]ge,i l--[ge.i+a[ >/n l=n+koW and all 
g3,i have the same stack with height [ c e [ - -  Pl • 
It is (iii) that yields the desired contradiction of Lemma 3.6. There are 
I Q l  + 1 configurations c3,i with the same stack, two are identical and so we 
have g3,il : ga.q, il < i~, and g2,i l  ~ C3,il : C3,12 ~ g2,i2 with ] g2,i l  [ - -  
I ee,~ l >~ u + hoW. 
If  the subcomputation from c-2,~ to c-2,iz is popping, the contradiction of 
Lemma 3.6 is immediate. Otherwise, we must use Lemma 3.5 to show that, 
within how steps of gq and g~ in the D~ computation, the desired configurations 
appear. 
First, we must show that we can select configurations as above. The proof 
uses Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 and the properties of the F t function. 
Initially, we select %0 = g2.0 : %0 = g3.0 as d(pl) , the first time the stack 
height during the D e and D~ computations drops to r Q I - pl .  Clearly, ce, o 
has the right properties. Similarly, we select c2,1 as d(pl + na), so 
I~e I - I c~,a I = n~ + p~ = UI ) .  
Suppose ce, i has been selected to agree with Q and c~,i-1 and [ c~ ] - ]  Q,i [ 
[,~(i), and I ce,i-1 [ - -  ] ce,i I = n~. We select c~,i, co,i, ge,i and c2.1+a s follows 
(See Fig. 2). 
Since c2, i is part of the D 2 computation, ce J, (~i) ce,i for some prefix yi of c~ 
and q ]" (~i)Q.i for some live configuration q, i .  By Lemma 3.3, there is an 
input fii such that ca ~ (ill)Q.i and c~ ~-o (ill)c3,i for some live configuration 
£3,i " Thus, ce.i -~  £1, i  ~-  c3 , i  . 
Now we use the properties of the -Pt function to show that I cad ] -- ] ce ] 
G(I~(i)) --  Pa. I f  I ca,i[ ~ Ice I, this is obvious, so assume that I c3,~1 > 1c2 l- 
The crucial point is that we can use Max F t to bound the bottom of the stack of 
two equivalent configurations and hence, by considering a shortest string 
accepted from the two configurations, we can obtain a bound on the difference 
in their stack heights. In this case, note that the computations from c a under 
~i and fii read only the top symbol, A, of the stack of c a and the rest of the stack 
of q does not affect the computation. Since ce, i was selected as one of the d(j),  
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the computation from c 2 to q,i  is affected only by the symbols popped from the 
stack of q and there are at most i~(i) of them. Write c2 ~ (q2, xlx2), where 
]x~l ~ in(i), and c2, i -~ (P i ,  Xx) for some state pi .  The computation from c 2 to 
c3, i reads at most the top p symbols of the stack of ce and p < in(i). Write 
Cs,i -= (si, xlxax4), where Ix31 = ] x 2 [ and [x41 = ] c~,il --  I c~ [. So there are 
stacks vl and v~ such that Iv 1 I, I v2 I ~Fr.( i )  (ql, A, q2, x~) <~ MaXFl#i) and 
(ql,  v iA )~- (q2 ,  v2x2). Thus, (ql, v iA)  goes to the same configuration el, i 
under 7i and fi~, while (q2, v2x2) ~ (Yt)(Pi,  v~) and (q~, v~x2) _+s~ (s¢, v2xsx4). 
Hence (P i ,  v2) -~ c'l,i -~ (si, v2x~x4). Let/ J  be a shortest string accepted from 
these equivalent live configurations. Since M is real-time, ]fi [ >~ I v~xsx~t [ >/ 
[ x~xa l. Since /~ is a shortest string, [~I <~ ko i v~ [ <~ G(i~(i)). Also, ] x~ [ = 
I x~ I = [ c~ [ - [ c~,, I >~ I c~ 1 - I c~,01 = p4 .  Thus ] c3,i I --  1 c2 I 4 -p l  = 
I x, [ + p~ <~ I x~x~ I <<. [~l <<. G(Ui)), as claimed. 
Let a 1 ~ 7'i 8~, where c 2 ~ (y;)c2. ~ ~ (3~)c~. We apply Lemma 3.5 to the 
computations from ce, ~ and ca, i under input 3 i ; note that 3 i is minimal for c2, i , 
so this is legitimate. Part (i) of Lemma 3.5 tells us that the computation from 
%i  can increase the stack by at most ~b, while part (ii) tells us that a decrease of 
one symbol takes at most gt steps. Observe that the stack of ca, i contains at most 
G(l~(i)) --  Pl symbols above c 2 and then p symbols which can differ from the 
top of c~ and then the bottom of c 2 with length [ c 2 [ - -  p. Also, I 3, ] /> ] c2.t ] - -  
I c'2 ] ~ in([ Q ] + 1) - l~(i) ~/TG(in(]  Q t)) + n + k0~. Hence, input 8i is 
large enough that it must drop the stack of ca, i below I c2 I --  Pl. Let &i+l be the 
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prefix of ~i taking ca, i to ga,i, where 1~'3, i agrees with Q and I gb,i ] = I c2 [ --  Pl .  
Let c2, i --~+~ C2,i  " Since %i ~ Cb,i , CX,i  ~ gb , i  " By Lemma 3.5(ii), I &i+l t < 
~u(a(i.(i)) - px) + Wpl = ~UG(i.(i)). Hence, 1c2.~ i - -  1~2,~ l < TG(ln(i)). On 
the other hand, Pl = P + ho ~, so I Si+ 1 I ~> [ ca.i [ --  I ga,iI >/ko x and I Q,i [ - -  
Igx,il >0 .  
Select cx,i+ 1 from the d( j )  configurations, so that [gx,i[--[c~.i+1] = nl .  
Then %i+1 belongs to D~ and to D'x and agrees with c 2 . Thus, I c2 [ - -  ] %i+1 [ = 
(I q I - -  f ex,~ i) + ([ c~,~ I - -  l ex., I )+  (I ex,~ I - -  I q,~+~ l) ~< i~(i) + ~UG(Z~(i)) +
nl : i,(i + 1) and [ g2,/--1 [--] CX,i [ : (] C2,i--1 ] --] e2,i 1) ~- (l c2,i [--I c2,i [) ) nl.  
Thus cx.a, gx.s, G.J and c~,j satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Now, the proof can be completed. As previously stated, there exist i 1 and 
/2, i I < /2 ,  such that gx.fi ~ G,q with [ G,il [ - -  ] g2,~: 2 [ ) n @ koW. In the case 
that the computation from cx,q to gx,% is popping, we had a contradiction. 
So we assume otherwise. Since gx,i~ and g~.~ belong to the D~ computation, 
some segment ~ of ~ takes g~,q to cx,i~. Since & is minimal, throughout he 
computation from ~2. h to g2,i~ the stack height is at least ] gx,i~ [ --  k0, so we need 
a computation dropping the stack of gx,i.~ by k o . Consider the computations 
from ge,q and gx.~ for the same input & 
Here ]&] /> n + k0 hu, because l g2,~ [ - -  [ g2,~~ [ /> n - /k0V and M is real- 
time. By Lemma 3.5(ii), it then follows that, within ko h~ steps, the stack of 
G,,2 decreases by k 0 . Thus we have two computations G,fi --~f e and gx,~ ~ (~) e' 
for a prefix p of & such that [ e'] : ] G,~ [ --  ko and [ y ] ~< koT. Also, gx,% is 
accessible from e, because appears in g2,~ --~ gx,i~ • Hence, e' is accessible from e 
by a popping computation and e'=--e. Further, ]e [ - - le ' ]  >~n:~h v+l ,  
because 
[e] >/ [G .q [ - - [9 [  >/ ]gx ,~ I - -ko~>/  [gx, i~[+ n /> [e ' l+n .  
This is a contradiction of Lemma 3.6. | 
Finally, we can establish the following Theorem 1 which verifies Valiant's 
Conjecture: Alternate stacking does succeed for real-time dpda's. 
THEOREM 1. There is a k >~ 1 with the following property. I f  c 1 =- e 2 , q ,  c 2 
reachable, and c 1 "~ (~) gl , c2 ~ (cO g2 with gl and g2 live, then I g~ I <~ [ q 1 @ h. 
Pro@ Let m be the integer given by Lemma 3.7 and let h = k0(Max F~ -}- m). 
Suppose q ~ cx, cl ~ (~)gl,  c2 $ (a)gx with gl and g2 live and c 1 and c 2 
reachable. By Lemma 3.7, c~ ~-m(~) g2- Let q = (ql, ulA), A ~1" and 
g l=(q ; ,u lv ) .  We must show that ]v I~<h.  Let cx=(qx ,uxw)  and g2= 
(q~, uxw'), where (qx, w) ~ (~)(q~, w') and T w [, [ w' l  ~< m. 
Since q ~ c x and q and c 2 are live and reachable, there are x 1 , x x ~ 2r'* such 
that (ql, xlA)  ~- (qx, xxw), and [ x 1 F, ] xx [ ~ Max F~.  The point is that, since 
the computation from q never looks below A and the computation from c~ 
643/45/I-8 
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never looks below w, we may as well substitute the smallest possible bottoms, 
x 1 and x~, for u 1 and u s. 
Now we have (ql, x~A) ~ (a)(q' 1, x,v) and (q2, x2w) ~ (c¢)(q~ , xsw' ). So 
(q;, xlv) ~-- (q'2, x2w'). Let ]3 be a minimal length: string accepted from these 
configurations. Since M is real-time, l fi I >/ ] xlv I ~ 1 v ]. Since fi is a minimal 
length string accepted from (q'2, x2w'), we have 
I/~1 ~ k0 I x=~' ] ~ k0(MaxF~ + m). 
Thus, Iv  I ~< /31 ~< ko(Max F,y, + m) ~- k, as claimed. | 
4. DECISION PROCEDURES 
In the previous section, we have shown that Valiant's alternate stacking 
Succeeds for real-time dpda's accepting by empty stack. Valiant (1973) showed 
that, if his alterate stacking succeeds for any machines in a subclass ~ of dpda's, 
then equivalence problem is decidable for cg. So we can deduce our main result. 
THEOREM 2. The equivalence problem is decidable for  real-time dpda's 
accepting by empty stack. | 
We shall give a stronger result than Theorem 2, that is, the equivalence 
problem is decidable for two dpda's, one of which is real-time accepting by 
empty stack. 
For this purpose, we modify Valiant's alternate stacking machine, and then 
use the modified machine to test equivalence. So we start with describing his 
alternate stacking machine. 
Given two dpda's M 1 and Ms,  the alternate stacking machine M can be 
specified as follows. A configuration of M has a pair of states, one from each of 
M 1 and M s , and a stack which consists of alternate segments of strings from 
the stack alphabets of the two machiries. For each input, M simulates M 1 and 
M s by simultaneously manipulating the two topmost segments in its stack 
according to the computations of the component machines. 
We use a notation of Taniguchi and Kasami (1976) to describe the machine M 
formally. A typical configuration of M is represented by 
([q~, q,J, u,[ul] us[~2] "'" u . [~]) ,  
where (i) (ql, ulu2 "'" u,,) and (q2, u~u2 "'" ~,~) are configurations of M,  and 
M~, which are, respectively, called the configurations of the 1-track and the 
2-track, and (ii) only the last segment, ~ ,  may be empty, and [ and ] are new 
symbols. 
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Without loss of generality, assume that the two topmost non-null segments 
of the stack are un = vA and g~ = ~Y.4 for some stack symbols A and A. For an 
input symbol a, let (qa, A ) - ->~(p~,  wv ' ) , in  M~ and let (q2, A)--~" (P2, v~g~) 
in M2, where if ] v' ] -~ 0, then I w / = 1, otherwise ] w I ~< 1, and similarly 
for N. Then the segment vA[gA]  will change to vw[O~] v'[~'], and the state 
from [ql , q.~] to [ p~, P2]. Here, if ~TN = e, then vw and v ~ will merge in one 
segment. 
Next, we give a general scheme to extend a decision procedure of the equi- 
valence problem for a special class c~ to the equivalence problem for the case 
that 21I 1 is an arbitrary dpda and M e is in c~. To obtain this scheme we adapt 
the idea of Type B replacement of Korenjak and Hopcroft (1966) to dpda's 
with states. This approach is similar to that of Harrison et al. (1978), or Katayama 
et al. (1975). 
We first explain the Type B replacement. Let M 0 be a simple machine. Since 
d]//0 has only one state, and this state can be omitted from the specification, a
stack string of M 0 becomes a configuration. Let A i and B i be stack symbols of 
M 0 and let 
A1 "'" A~,_IA,~ =~ B1 "'" B~_ IB~ "'" (1) 
and let ~ be a shortest input such that _dm ---~ e. Then, if Ba "- B~ ---~ C 1 "" C~ 
for some k, l and stack symbols Ci , (1) implies 
A1 "'" A~- I  ~ B1 "'" Bk- IC1 "'" C~ "'" (2) 
and 
C 1 "'" C~A~ ~ Bl~--" B~ "" (3) 
Conversely, (2) and (3) imply (1). Thus, replacement of (1) by (2) and (3) 
preserves the equivalence. Such a replacement is called the Type B replacement. 
We now explain how we adapt the idea of Type B replacement to dpda's 
with states. Suppose that dpda's M 1 and M e are accepting by empty stack and 
M 2 is real-time. Let A i be stack symbols of ]1//1 and let Bi  be stack symbols of M2. 
Assume that 
(q, , Aa ... A,,~_~A,,,) _~ (q2 , B~ ... B,~_zB,) ... (4), 
where ql and q2 are states of M 1 and M 2 , respectively. Then, we define a set 
of states P = { P l  ..... Pz} such that Pi ~ P iff (p i ,  e) is accessible from (ql , Am),  
and define shortest inputs ai (1 ~< i ~< l) such that (q l ,  A¢a) - -~  (P i ,  e). 
Let (q2, Bj ' "  B~) -+~i (p ' i ,  vi) for some state p~ and string v i of M 2 . Then, we 
define a new stack symbol X such that 
x = [( p ; ,  vl) +-  p l  ,..., (p ' , ,  v3  +-  = [Fi =l ( p ; ,  v,) +-  p,], 
and define transitions (p i ,  X) ---~ ( p~, vi). By using this symbol, we can specify 
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a configuration (ql, B1 "'" B~- IXAm) of a mixed M 1 --  M 2 machine. That is, 
the configuration first works as that of M1, and after a transition for stack 
symbol X, changes to that of M 2 . We can show that (4) implies 
(ql, B1 Bj- IXA~n) =-- (q~ , B I  "'" Bn- lBn)  "" (5)' 
and 
(p~,A~" 'A~_~)=- (p~,B~" 'B j _~v~)  for 1 ~<i~</ ' " (6 ) .  
It is clear that (4) implies (6). To show that (4) implies (5), let c = (qa, Bi "'" 
Bj_ IXA~) ,  c' = (q2, B1 "'" B~), and let 13 be an input accepted from c'. Then, 
since M x accepts by empty stack, some prefix fl' of 13 must drop the stack of c by 
, c ---> c,  then c-+~" (p ; ,  B 1 "'" Bj_lVi). one. So let (ql, A~n) __+B" (p i  E) and let ' ~' -' 
By (4), (p i ,  AI  "'" A,n-~) =- g', so that, by (6), ~' ~ ( p'i , B I  "'" B~-lvi)" Thus t3 
can be accepted from c. Hence, L(c') C L(c). By the similar argument, we can 
observe L(c') D L(c). Thus, (5) holds. 
Conversely, we can show that, if (4) is false, then (5) or (6) is false. Let (4) 
t be d-~ c', and let (6) be c i ~ c i . Here (5) is c ~-~ c'. Suppose that d ~ c' and 
input string a distinguishes them. I f  no prefix of c~ drops the stack of d, then a is 
in L(c') - -  L(d) and also L(c') - -  L(c), so (5) is false. Otherwise, let 13 be a prefix of c~ 
and (ql,A m)--~ (Pi ,  e), then d = (ql, AI""Am- IAm)  -~ (P~' A I " "A~n-1)= ci" 
Let c' --+~ g' and let c _~e g for some gr, g. Then by c = (ql ,  B1 "'" B j -aXAm) and 
X = [I-[~=1 (P ; ,  vi)+--Pi], g = (P ; ,  B l " "B j - l v i )  = c;. So, the computations 
in (4) are d- -~ ci and c' B-, -+ c,  and the computations in (5) are c--+~ c i and 
C~ B - '  c. Let y be the remainder of ~, i.e., a = 13~. Since ~, distinguishes Cl and 
r t 
g' by the assumption, 7 must distinguish either ci and c i , or c i and g'. Thus, if 
(4) is false, then (6) or (5) is false. Note that, if a distinguishes d and c', then 
t 
tither c~ distinguishes c and c', or suffix y of a distinguishes ci and Q. 
Hence, replacing (4) by (5) and (6) preserves the equivalence. We call this 
the Type B' replacement, hereafter. We selected the class R 0 as a special class ~. 
However, we should note that if ~f is any real-time subclass, the above Type B' 
replacement can be defined similarly. 
Now, we are ready to explain our general approach. Suppose that a pushdown 
machine M can simulate the computation of two machines in ~ such that 
thatL(M) = 2~ iff the two machines are equivalent. Here, note that if ~ = R 0 , 
M is Valiant's alternate stacking machine. By using the machine M, we construct 
a nondeterministic machine Mr. In a certain sense, this machine 2hr can simulate 
the computation of M 1 , a dpda accepting by empty stack, and M 2 in ~. 
~r first simulates the computations of M 1 and _114~, using the same technique 
as that of M, and when the stack of a simulated configuration of M~ exceeds 
some bounded length, Mr makes a Type B' replacement, hat is, M has a non- 
deterministic choice of computations. Then, _~r simulates the computations of M 1 
and M2, or the mixed 3/ /a -  M 2 and M 2 , or M~ and M~, using the same technique 
as that of M. By making the Type B' replacements in turn, ~r can always maintain 
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each simulated configuration so that a stack segment, a stack string of Jl//a, 
occurs close to the top in the first two cases (341 and 342, M a --  M 2 and M~). 
So, the simulated configurations must obey the properties to be satisfied by 
any two configurations of 2142 in ~. Thus, it appears plausible to regard M as if 
M has simulated two configurations of a machine in ~ from the beginning. 
Since the Type B' replacement preserves equivalence, it then follows that M is 
a nondeterministic pushdown automaton such that L(M) = ~ iff L(M 0 
L(M~). 
For the case that c¢ ~_ Ro, we prove formally that the above arguments are 
valid. Let M a = (01 , / '1 ,  X, A1, c~a , Fa) be a dpda accepting by empty stack 
and let M 2 = (Q~,/~2,27, A2, c~2 ,F2) be a real-time dpda accepting by 
empty stack, where Q1 n Q2 =-Pa n/~2 = ~.  Henceforce, we are dealing 
with these fixed dpda's M a , M 2 . We can make the following assumption: all 
reachable configurations are live and stack height increases by at most one per 
step (i.e., (q, A, ~r, q', v) in A 1 ~ A 2 implies ] v ] ~ 2). This assumption does not 
lose generality. For configurations ofMa or M 2 , constant ko in Definition 3.1 and 
bottom rep function Ft can be defined similarly, so we use the same symbols 
for them. Also we use k as the constant satisfying Theorem 1 for the machine M 2 . 
We define a finite set F 3 of new stack symbols, each of the form [1-Ii=l (qi, vi) ~-  
q~], where (q~, v~) are configurations of M2, 0 ~ [v~ I ~ 3k0, q~ are states of 
l t e Ma, I ~ I Qx I. We define the transitions (qi, [1-[i=1 (qi, vi) ~-- qi]) -~ (q~, vi). 
We shall use only the configurations in O~ × /'*/~s/~) as those of the mixed 
M a --  M~ machine. Here F~ ~) = {~} t j / "  L~ Y ~. 
Now we are ready to describe how to construct our alternate stacking machine 
M. The construction is divided into three stages. 
Stage (i): simulation of Ma and M e . 
While the height of a configuration Q of 1]//1 is l, the computation of 
M is same as that of Valiant's alternate stacking machine M. Otherwise, let 
q = (q~, A~Az), Ai e I"1, and let the corresponding configuration of M e be 
(q2, B~ "" B,~), Bi ~ -P~ • Then the configuration c of M is represented by 
( [q l ,  q2], A1A2[Ba'"Bn]), 
and M makes the Type B' replacement. Formally, let ~i be minimal for (ql, -//2) 
and (ql, n2) --+~' (P , ,  E), and let (q2, Be ' "  Bn) --~' (P'i, vi), where j is 1 if 
n < 2k 0 4- 1, is n --  2k 0 otherwise. If (qa, A~) --~t (p~, ~) and for input ~i the 
computation from (q2 , Be "" Bn) is not defined, then M enters an accepting 
mode. We define configurations 
and 
c, = ( [p , ,  p;], A I [B i  " Be-avi]), 
d = @1,  q2], [Ba --" Bj_d * X&[Be  " -B . ] ) ,  
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t where X - -  [H~=~(Pi, vi)+--pi] ~1"~, l=  I{P~ I (P i ,  ~) is accessible from 
(ql ,  A2)}[, and if j = 1, [B  1 " '"  Bj_l] * ~--- e.  New stack symbol . means that 
the stack of 1-track above * is to be associated with the stack of 2-track below. ,  
that is, (ql , B1 "'" B j - IXA~)  is the configuration of 1-track. 
M then makes a nondeterministic choice from l -t- 1 computations: c ---~ c 1 , 
or .... c ~e  cg, or c ~e  d. 
Stage (ii): simulation of mixed M1 -- M2 and M 2 . 
Suppose that the configuration c of M is 
([ql ,  q~], ["1] * " "  * [ - . -1]  * x~[ . . ] ) ,  
where w s / 'a  (e), X c / 'a  and ui ~ 1~2 +. Then, a computation from c is defined 
as follows. 
(1) If (ql, Xw)  has an e computation (ql ,  Xw)-->~(q'l,  w'), then c---~  
([ql ,  q2], [~d * "'" * ["~-d * ~'["~1). 
Otherwise, 
(2) if ]w i -~ l ,  lu l l  ~<2k0+ 1 and nva l  implies [u~] =2k  0+ 1, 
then for some input symbol a, 
c -2  ( [q ; ,  q~], r .d  . . . .  • [.._11 • xw' [~. ] ) ,  
where (ql ,w) a ' a ' ' --> (ql, w') and (q~, u , )~ (q2, u~) are rules of *~/1 and M 2 . 
Otherwise, 
(3) M makes the Type B' replacement. The remaining possibilities in 
Case (3) are 
(a) i w ] = 2 and M 1 -  M 2 does not have an E computation for (ql, Xw),  and 
(b) !w] =1 and either ]u~[ >2k  0+1 orn~l  and I u~iv  ~2k0+ 1. 
Note that the case I w ] = 0 is covered in (1), since then 3/I a --  M 2 has an E 
computation for (q~, Xw)  and M goes to Stage (iii). Also our construction 
ensures that I w I ~< 2, as will be shown later. 
Let w=w'A  for some d~/~a,  and let c~ i be minimal for (q l ,A )  and 
(q~, A)-->~ (p~, e). Then, let (q2 , u,) --+~ ( P'i , v;) for some ( P'i , v',) ~ Q2 × I~2 * . 
I f  (ql, A ) -+~ (p~, ~) and for input ai the computation from (q2, u2) is not 
defined, M enters an accepting mode. We define configurations 
ci = ( [p i ,  p;], [ui] * "" * [u._l] * xw'[v}]) ,  
where 1 <~ i ~ l ~- I{Pi I (P i ,  e) is accessible from (ql, A)}/. Then M makes 
a nondeterministic choice from 1 + 1 computations: c --+~ cl, or "- c ---~ c~, or 
c -->~ d =- ([qa, qu], [Ul]  * " '" * [UJ--1] * [Yl] * X'A[Y2]) ,  where YlY2 = uj "" u~, 
and i f j> l  or Y l~e ,  then l Y2[ =2k0- f -1  and lus+l""u~l  <2k0+ 1, 
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otherwise lYe[ ~<2k0+ 1 and [ua]* ' " * [u~. -1 ]* [y l ] *=E.  Here 2(' = 
[I-I~=~ (P~, v~) +-p~] and (q~., Ye)-+~* (P$, v~). Note that, if Iug [ ~ 2k o + 1, 
then y~ = vu n and v i = vv' i for some v, otherwise un = Yl Y2 and v~ = YlVi . 
Stage (iii): simulation of M e and Me.  
The general form of a configuration for this stage is given by 
([q~, qe], [ud * "'" * [u._d * w.[u.]  w.+~[u.+d -.. w.,[u~]), 
where both (ql , ul "" u~,-lw~w~+~ "" w~) and (q2 , ul "'" u~-lu~un+l "'" u~) are 
configurations of M e . While each of the both tracks has a non-null string above 
the topmost * symbol, M simulates Valiant's alternate stacking machine M. 
When one track finds • symbol at the top, the content of the segment immediately 
below the topmost . symbol is copied on the 1-track and the topmost • is 
erased. Formally, let c = ([ql, qe], [ul] * ""  [u,_2] * [u~_a] * w[u~]). I f  w = e, 
then c -+~ ([ql, q2], [ul] * " '  [u--el * u~-a[u..-lu~]). I f  u. --  ~, then c --+~ ([ql, qe], 
[ud * "" [u~_~] * [u._dw). 
We first show that, if the machines M 1 and M~ are equivalent, then for any 
reachable configuration of M, each segment of the stack is bounded in length 
by a constant, i.e., the alternate stacking of our machine M succeeds. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M 1 and M 2 be equivalent machines. Let c be a reachable 
configuration of the machine M [onstructed from M 1 and Me,  and 
c = ([q~, q~], w~[ud "-- w~_~Eu~_d w~Eu~]), 
where the configurations of both tracks are live. Then, c satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(I) I f  c is in the stage (i) of M, then n = 1, ] wl I ~ 2 and ] ul [ ~ 2ko. 
(II) I f  c is in the stage (ii) of M, then the following conditions hold~ 
(1) i f  n = 1, then W 1 ~- Xw, otherwise w 1 = E, w~ -- -- wn_ ~ ~- . and 
wn = * Xw, where X ~ [*3, w a F~ e), 
(2) for each i (i ~ n - -1) ,  O < ] ui ] ~ 2ko + l, 
(3) forn,  ko[w [ <~lu,[  ~4ko+ 2or, n= l and]u~ [ ~<4ko+2.  
( I I I )  I f  c is in stage (iii) of M, then 
(1) i f  w~ ~ . for all i, then ] w i l < kl and [ u i ] < ka , 1 ~ i ~ n, and 
only u~ may be empty, where kl -~ k - /4ko + 2 + k o Max F(~o+l ) , otherwise 
there exists j, j ~ n, such that 
(2) wl=e,w e -  - -w j=*andforeach i ,  i~ j ,O<[u  i[ <2ko+ 1, 
and 
(3) for each i, i > j, [ wi [ < kl and lU l l<  kl , where only u~ may be 
empty. 
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Proof of (I). Let cz and c s be the configurations of the 1-track and the 2-track 
of c, respectively. That is, c 1 = (ql, w~ "" w~_lw~) and c~ = (q2, u 1 ... u~_lu~). 
Since c is in stage (i), n = 1 and I wl I ~< 2, by definition. Since q is live, some 
input a with I ~ [ ~< 2k0 is accepted from q .  So, by q -~ Q,  ~ is accepted 
from q .  Since 3/2 is real-time, [u I [ ~ 2k o . 
Proof of (II). We prove (II) of this lemma by induction on the number of 
steps in the computation of M. 
Basis. For ~ input M goes from some configuration ~ with [ g[ = 2 in 
stage (i) to c. So, let ~ = ([ql, qs], A1Ae[B1 "'" B,,]), A i ~ / '1 ,  Bi ~ I '2, el ~91,  
~ e ~u. Then, I B I" ' "  B, ,  [ ~ 2k 0 by (I). For input a~, if (ql ,  A~) --.-~ (p i ,  ~) 
and (~.ts , B I" ' "  Bm)-+~* (p' i ,  vi), then 0 ~ l vi I ~ ko, because (p i ,  AO 
(p~, v~) and M s is real-time. So for some X = [YI~=l (P~, v~)~--p~] e / '3 ,  
c = ( [~,  q~], XA~[B 1 "" B~]) by definition. Thus (II) holds. 
Induction step. Without loss of generality, we can assume that g - -~c  
for some input ~r e 27 U {e} and a configuration g in stage (ii). Let 
- -  ([ql, ~],  ~1[~1] ... ~_ , [~_d  ~[~] ) ,  
where ~ = X~, X a 1"3 and ~ E yls) and g satisfies (II). Then, there are three 
types of computation, (1), (2), (3), in stage (ii), depending on the content of the 
upper segments ~[~] .  
If  g--+~ c is a computation of type (1), then only the topmost segment of the 
1-track can be changed by the ¢ computation of M 1 . Since an ~ computation 
of M 1 drops the stack by one, certainly ([I) holds. 
I f  g ---~ c is a computation of type (2), then the top segment X~ of the 1-track 
with I w] = 1 is replaced by Xw,  and the top segment ~ of the 2-track with 
I g~ ] ~ 2k0 + 1 is replaced by urn, where (ql, N) --+~ (ql, w) and (q2, ff~) - -~ 
(q2, urn). Since each of the computations of M 1 and M 2 for any input symbol 
increases the stack by at most one, ] w ] ~ 2 and ] u m I ~ 2k0 -[- 2. I f  m ) 2, 
then l ~ l = 2ko -{- 1 by the choice of (2), so k o [ w [ ~ ] Um ] ~ 2ko + 2. Thus, 
(n) holds. 
Case (3) remains. Then, let C = ~'_/i for some _/i ~ /1 ,  and let a i be minimal 
for (ql, A) and (ql, ~i) ~ ,  (p i ,  e). 
We first show that we have a computation D: (q2, urn) -->~' ( P'i, v'i) for some 
(P~, v'i) ~ Q2 x ]"* such that m @ 1 implies k o ] ~ '  I < [ v~ I. By the induction 
hypothesis, m v ~ 1 implies ] ~ ] ~> k o I w I, and by the choice of (3), m = 1 
imp l ies ]w l=2or ]~ l>2k0+l .  So lu~l>/ko lw lor ,  m- - - - - land]~[= 
2, since ] ~]  ~-~ 2. I f  I ~ I ~> ko l w i, then since [ ~i [ < ko and M2 is real-time, 
we have such a computation D, i.e., [ v~ ] ~ k o 1 w' t. I f  m = 1 and ] w l = 2, 
then there must be a string v'~ with (~,  Urn) - -~  (P~, V'~) by the equivalence of 
M 1 and M s . 
Thus, a computation of type (3) is well defined, and kolvT'[ ~ I v~l or 
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m = 1. Suppose that g has a nondeterministic choice from l q- 1 moves for 
some l: g--*~ q ,..., g-*~ Q,  g-+~ d. Then, 
- - - - t  t ~ = ([pi, p~], [ad * "'" [~-d  * xe  [v~]), 
where (ql, A) -+~" (p i ,  e) and (q2, u,~) -+~" (P~, v$). Either c = c i for some i, 
orc  =d.  
The case of c = ci: We need only to show (3) of (II), so we must show 
Iv'il ~< 4k0 + 2. 
If ] N ] = 2 for string N ~/,~2) of the 1-track configuration of g, then there 
exist a configuration e and input ~r ~ 27 such that e -->~ g is a computation of type 
(2) in stage (ii), because the other types do not increase the size of the top 
segment of the 1-track. So the choice of (2) ensures I u~ ] ~ 2k0 + 2. Since 
(t]2, ~)  -->~, (p~, v~) and ] ~i ] < k0, ] v'~] ~< 3k 0 + 2, as claimed. 
If I~ I= 1, then for some configuration e and input 7r ~ 2J t3 {E}, e-+~ g 
and e is in stage (i) or (ii). If e is in stage (i) or a type (2) computation i stage (ii), 
then ] ff~ 1 ~< 2k0 + 2, so ] v~ I ~ 3k0 + 2 is obvious. The case (1) in (ii) is 
trivial, so the remaining case is (3) in (ii). 
Since l u-n~ ] ~< 2k0 + 2 implies I v~ I ~< 3k0 + 2 by the above argument, we 
need to consider only the case that e-->" g is a computation of type (3) and 
1 u~ ] > 2k0 + 2. Then, the 1-track of e must have a string o f / ' i  2 in the top 
segment, because in the computation of type (3) the choice of the last computation 
ensures ] ~ I ~ 2k0 @ 1, and the choice of the other computations decreases the 
top segment of the 1-track by one symbol o f /~ .  Hence, by a similar argument 
to the above case o f  I w [ ~ 2, we have ] um I ~ 3ko + 2. Since (q2, u~) - -~  
(p~, v~) and I ai I < ko, we have [v;I ~ 4k o -}- 2. Thus, in each case [v~l 
4k 0 + 2 holds, so that (3) of (II) holds. 
The case of c = d: for this case, we have 
a = ([~1, q~], [ud * "'" [u;-d * [yd  * x'd[y~]), 
where Yl Y2 = uJ "" u~, and if j > 1 or Yl =# E, then [ Y2 [ = 2k0 q- 1 and 
[ gj+a "" g~ 1"< 2k o + 1, otherwise [ Y2 ~< 2ko q- 1 and !fill * " "  [gJ-1] * [Y l ]  * = 
t ' Z t 
e. Here X = [I-Ii=1 (P i ,  vi) +--Pi] and (q2, Y2) -+~ (P i ,  vi). We show X' ~/*3- 
Since [Y21 ~< 2ko + 1 and ] c¢ i [ < ko, certainly I vi I <~ 3ko • If]Y2 I = 2ko + 1, 
then r vi[ > o. Otherwise, for some v, Y2 = vffm and vi = vv~, and ] v~ I ~> 0 
by the previous argument, so that J v~. I >~ 0. Thus, 0 ~< I vi J <~ 3ko • Hence, 
X'  ~ _r'z and (1) of (II) holds. Then, we need to show that 1 Yl I ~ 2ko + 1 
and I Y2 I ~< 2ko q- 1. Let t = 2k o + 1. If ] g~, I /> t, then l Y~ I = t by definition 
and [ Yl ] ~< t because ]YlY2 I --  I u~ ] ~< 2t by the induction hypothesis. 
Otherwise, [Yl Y2 [ = [ g~ "'" g~ I ~< 2t because [u3 I ~ t, j < m, by the induc- 
tion hypothesis. Hence, t Yl 1 ~< t and ]Y2 I ~< t. Since j > 1 implies I Y2 I = t, 
i.e., l Y2 ] >~ ko, (2) and (3) of (II) hold, as claimed. 
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P~oof of (m) .  Let g---~c for some configuration g and input ~r. We first 
consider the case that g is in stage (ii). Then, this computation is that of type (1) 
in stage (ii), so rr = e. Since g satisfies (II) by the induction hypothesis and c is in 
stage (iii), if n=l ,  then w~F~* with Iw~l ~3k0 and lunl ~<4k0@2. 
Otherwise, w 1 = e, w 2 . . . . .  w~_ 1 = • and w~ = • w for some w ~ F* with 
[ w ] ~ 3ko, and [ ui [ ~ 4ko ~- 2 and only u~ may be empty. Thus 
c = ([ql,  qd, ["1] * [".-~] * ~[".]) ,  
where I ui l, I w I ~ 4k0 + 2 and only u~ may be empty. 
We then consider the case that M finds • at the top of one track of c during 
Stage (iii). So, either w = e or u~ = e. We show that Max{I w t, [u~ l} 
k 0 Max F , ,  where t = 2k 0 ~ 1. By the definition of M, we note that this top 
, of c was created by a computation of type (3) in stage (ii). So let the computa- 
tion be d--+~ ~ for some configuration d, d of M. Let (p l ,  xl) and (p2, x2) be 
the 1-track and the 2-track configurations of d, respectively. Then, since d --~ d 
is a computation of type (3) in stage (ii), x 1 = via for some A e/~1, vl ~/~1) t_) 
~T,2*T~ T,(1) * 1 and x~ = v~u for some u e _p~t), v2 a -P2* • Also the top part of the stack 
of d is ,XA  [u] for some X ~ F 8 . Here A" is determined by only (p l ,  A) and 
(pa,  u). Note that the computation from ~ to c never erases the top * symbol. 
Hence the computation never looks below the top .  symbol. So for some input ~, 
d = ( [P l ,  P21, [/'tl] * "'" [gn-1] * XA[u] )  
- -~  c = ( [q l ,  q2], [Ul] * "'" [Un-1] * W[Un])" 
Since L(M~) ~-L(Mz), (P l ,  viA) =-- (P2, v2u). By the definition of M, 
there exists a string v~ e Pt* such that (p l ,  viA) ~ ( P2, v2u) and (p l ,  viA) is 
reachable, because any one step computation of_~r clearly preserves this property. 
Hence, we can use theF,  function and substitute the smallest possible bottoms 
! 
for %, v2, that is, there exist Yl ~ Fl*, Y2 E F~* such that (p l ,  Yl A) ~ ( P2, Y2 u) 
and I Yl [, ]Y2l ~ MaxFt. By the Type B' replacement, (p l ,  Y2 XA)  ~ (P2, y2u). 
Further, if M were started in e = ([P l ,  P2], [Y~] * XA[u]), it would on input 
go through the same sequence of equivalence preserving operations, yielding 
e --*~ e' = ([ql , q2], [Y2] * w[u~]). Thus (ql, Y2 w) ~ (q~, Y2U~) •So by the usual 
arguments, 
and 
if w = e, l u~ I ~ k0 MaxFt ,  
if u~ =e,  [w t ~koMaxF  t. 
Hence, if c goes to a configuration by a computation which erases the top . ,  
each new segment is bounded by 2k o @ 1 + k 0 Max Ft .  
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We need to examine only the case that c is within a computation from some 
configuration ~in stage (iii) which never erases the top * of g. In this case, the 
computation of M is same as that of Valiant's altenate stacking machine. So M 
can keep the segments above the top , bounded by 
k -c Max{4ko q- 2, 2k 0 @ 1 q- h 0 Max Ft} ~< k + 4k 0 q- 2 q- k 0 Max Ft =- hi .  | 
By Lemma 4.1, if the machines M a and M z are equivalent, the alternate 
stacking of our machine M succeeds, i.e., each stack segment is bounded in 
length by a constant kx . 
We define acceptance by M: M accepts an input string if 
(a) exactly one of the simulated configurations i an accepting mode, or 
(b) exactly one of the configurations has a computation for an input in Z', or 
(c) an), of the segment bounds mentioned in Lemma 4.1 are violated. 
If/1/11 and Mz are equivalent, henL(M) = ¢ by the type B' replacements and 
Lemma 4.1. I f  M 1 and M 2 are inequivalent, hen we can show that L(M) ~ ~g. 
Consider simulation of the computations on input e~ which distinguishes the 
inequivalent machines. I f  in the simulation either condition (b) or (c) for accep- 
tance is satisfied, certainly L(~r) =/= ~.  Otherwise, either the two are simulated 
directly to different conclusion, or else the Type B' replacement must occur 
after a computation on a prefix of a. The former case causes M to accept ~ by 
condition (a) for acceptance. In the latter case, let cJ be the remainder of ~. 
Then, the Type B' replacement ensures that one of the new pairs of configura- 
tions must be distinguished by some input [3 with I/3 I ~ [ cz' l- Also any sequence 
of e computations of M made consecutively is bounded in number of steps. It 
follows that some input string 7 with I 7 [ ~< ] = I will be eventually accepted 
by M. 
Thus L(M) = ¢ if and only if L(M~) = L(M2). 
It is obvious that M can be transformed to a pushdown automaton of the 
standard kind. Further, it is decidable whether the language accepted by a 
pushdown automaton M is empty. So we need only to construct M to test 
equivalence. If we can determine the constant k1 , then we can construct M, 
so that equivalence is decidable. Otherwise as stated in Section l, equivalence 
is partially decidable. Hence equivalence is decidable. Thus, we can deduce our 
final result. 
THEOREM 3. The equivalence problem is decidable for two dpda's accepting 
by empty stack, one of which is real-time. | 
We have shown an equivalence test for M 1 ~ Do, M z ~ R 0 . However, for M 1 
an arbitrary dpda and Mz s R 0 , we can allow endmarker $ on each of 3//1, M2, 
/ ! 
that is, we can construct new dpda's 3//1" ~ D O and M£ ~ R 0 which accept 
L(M1)$ and L(Mz)$, respectively. The new dpda's are equivalent if and only if 
L(M~) = L(M2) , so we have the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY. The equivalence problem is decidable for two dpda's, one 
which is real-time accepting by empty stack. 
of 
5. CONCLUSION 
Valiant (1973, 1974) conjectured that his alternate stacking technique would 
suffice to decide the equivalence problem for real-time deterministic push- 
down automata ccepting by empty stack. We have verified his conjecture in 
this paper. Further, we have shown that the equivalence problem is decidable 
for two deterministic pushdown automata, one of which is real-time accepting 
by empty stack. To extend the former equivalence test to the latter, we gave a 
general scheme. This approach is also applicable to another special real-time 
subclass, stateless dpda's (Oyamaguchi and Honda, 1978). 
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